Wooden Kiwi Productions, LLC Architect Specifications (Rosco SubFloor):
The Rosco Subfloor system can be laid over virtually any surface. We do recommend a clean, dry, oil free, level
surface. While some modest leveling is possible with the Rosco Subfloor system, it is designed for re-use, so customization of foam pads, including height shimming is not advised. Rest assured, the panels will function fine on an
uneven surface; they will easily follow the contour of most floors. Particular attention must be given to door
swings, door heights, heights of adjacent spaces at all ingresses and egresses, and to moisture. We recommend
use of a 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier installed to industry standards, although for conditions subject to excessive moisture such as exterior applications the panels can be customized using Moisture Resistant MDF), door
swings, door heights and heights of adjacent spaces at all ingresses and egresses. Entrances must be ramped to
meet ADA and other building codes, and the system includes machined ramps that securely attach to the machined
perimeter. Other attention must be given to location of existing electrical boxes, plumbing clean-outs and other
risers, HVAC filter access or floor registers, etc. We are happy to help with assessing site conditions and specifying
mitigations where necessary.
For new construction, we recommend a level slab poured 2 1/8” below the finish floor height of the adjacent
spaces. This will account for the height of the subfloor, plus the height of a finish dance floor. If you ultimately
decide to use a hardwood flooring, we recommend lowering that slab an additional 5/8 inch.
The slab should be
left 4 –6 weeks for curing, more if possible to reduce water seepage; moisture content should be below 12% or 3
lb/1000 s.f. per calcium chloride test). In any case, we do specify a 6 mil polyethylene vapor installed to industry
standards.
We do recommend oversizing the door openings to adjacent spaces so that a standard height door
can be installed with consideration to the finish floor height

Panels are shipped unsealed, and we strongly recommend sealing them with a water-borne polyurethane if they are
to be subjected to a wide range of temperature and humidity conditions, as in touring applications.

The installation of the Subfloor system can generally be completed quite quickly and easily. The panels are
shipped without foam pads attached to significantly reduce the shipping volume and cost. We provide factory cut
templates for locating foam pads, and the pads themselves include a pressure sensitive adhesive. There are 2
possible foam layouts, 1 for studio floors and 1 for touring floors. For the touring application, using our storage
and transportation carts, some foam pads are moved slightly in the layout to allow the panels to nest back to back
more efficiently and reduce the volume for storage. If carts are ordered, you should receive the correct foam layout template.

Once the foam pads are installed, the panels are simply slipped together. If the floor is utilizing the machined
perimeter, the overall size of the floor will be determined by the number of panels in each direction plus 8 ¾” to
account for perimeter. It is imperative that enough space be allowed for the panels to slide together, so at least
3” more space must be available in each direction beyond the finish size of the floor.
We strongly recommend
beginning in one corner with perimeter pieces and laying perimeter and panels diagonally from the corner to fill the
room. Perimeter pieces consist of a bottom layer that locks into the floor, and a top layer that skins it. They are
shipped assembled and should be separated at installation. Perimeter pieces connect together with ¼”-20 stove
bolts which are furnished. They can be secured to the existing floor with tapcons or screws, though this is not explicitly required. Perimeters are installed offset of the panels, such that perimeter pieces join at the center of the
panel edges. The corner perimeters each extend ½ a panel (1’ 9”) in each direction, so starting at the corner will
insure that you maintain the proper offset.
If the system is being installed wall-to-wall, the perimeter is customized onsite using customizing panels, which are
just the MDF backbone layer of the Subfloor. These can be cut to fit the room, and a top layer of ½” MDF (not
furnished) is then cut to skin the perimeter. We have designed many custom perimeter solutions and are more
than happy to help design a solution that meets budget and needs.

Once the Subfloor is installed, little surface preparation is necessary prior to installation of a finish dance surface.
Our Subfloors are completely compatible with all resilient vinyl top surfaces, as well as hardwood, laminate, carpet,
or other finishes. We are not manufacturers of finish dance floors, (vinyl, pvc, “marley”), but we are leading dealers for the Rosco line of vinyl, and carry other lines as well. We refer to the manufacturers’ specifications regarding
the resilient vinyl installation, and to industry standards regarding wood and other finishes. That said, we do not
recommend permanently adhering vinyl over a Rosco Subfloor. As a modular system, panel joints will telegraph
through, without skim coating or other finishing. Moreover, it will not be possible to strip the vinyl without severely harming the integrity of the Subfloor. Therefore, the Subfloor will not be able to be re-located, and the
lifespan of the subfloor will be effectively reduced to that of the resilient vinyl.
Rosco Subfloors carry a 5 year manufacturers’ warranty.
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